
As a proven specialist in interim mana-
gement, we offer you new topic-specific
task forces.

Every company has its specific needs and
major challenges to overcome - this has been
exacerbated by the COVID-19 crisis. In the
process, things almost always have to happen
quickly. Therefore, highly specialised experts
take the lead as senior advisors and steer the
measures in the right direction - with the
necessary know-how and resources. This is
always done using your existing possibilities
and in close coordination with you. This
ensures optimal implementation and rapid
achievement of your goals.

CURRENT CHALLENGES FOR 
GLOBAL PLAYERS 

 Acquiring local entities and integration under
a coherent Group-Leadership

 Building new production sites and obtain
license to operate in emerging markets

 Optimize global footprint
 Adapt structures and procedures as

foundations to sustainable success in volatile 
environments

 Optimize processes for leading international 
operations to Operational Excellence and to
bridge culture clashes

 Implementing comprehensive digital steering
systems across all sites worldwide

www.buehler-mgmt.com

SENIOR ADVISOR
DI Georg Reichsthaler

THIS IS HOW WE PROCEED

EXPANSION
ASIA

As a globally experienced, effective leader in
technological challenging industries, Georg earned a
profound and successful track record in worldwide
business development, change and restructuring
processes as well as intercultural leadership. He employs
his strategic focus on optimizing production as well as
product and service characteristics to international
market needs and requirements to optimize global
operations.

Georg stood his ground in volatile and changing
environments and developed close affinity to markets
and operations across Asia.

1. Profound briefing by you to clarify the current situation, 
objectives, boundary conditions

2. Brief analysis by the senior advisor resulting in a rough 
concept 

3. Decision by you on how to proceed 
4. Definition of the need for internal and/or external know-

how and financial means
5. Decision by you on how to proceed
6. Assumption of the task by the Senior Advisor and, if 

necessary, involvement of additional resources
7. Elaboration of the detailed action plan
8. Decision by you on how to proceed
9. Implementation - successful completion – review
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